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In appearance Paderewski no longer resembled the exotic
being charming audiences under the dim light of one or
two gas-lamps in Victorian concert halls ; the bewitching
smile no longer played about the lips of a Burne-Jones
youthful knight-errant. Paderewski's face had become
sterner, even more awake and in its keenness at times
almost frightening. His resemblance to a lion was very
striking : there was the same powerful demeanour and
dignified poise.
His love for good conversation remained as strong as
ever, and he still took the same interest in all linguistic
matters. With advancing years he developed a peculiar
sensitiveness to his own pronouncements or speeches, and he
was almost unhappy if one of his speeches or remarks was
falsely reported or some particularly apt phrase or bon mot
put into commonplace language. Even wrhen he was Prime
Minister and Poland's delegate to the Peace Conference, his
oratory and his style were to him as important as the actual
point in question. One day, after he had made a speech
before the Supreme Council, he was visited at his hotel by
the Paris correspondent of a foreign newspaper, who showed
him the translation of the French speech which had been
wired to the correspondent's newspaper. When Paderewski
noticed that certain of his expressions had not been trans-
lated adequately, he was very perturbed and kept the
journalist with him for almost an hour, trying to persuade
him to telegraph a new and improved translation to his
newspaper. He could hardly bring himself to accept
the excuse that the speed at which it was necessary to work
during a most intricate international conference made an
exact stylistic rendering almost impossible. This attitude
did not change in later years when politics had ceased to
be the centre of Paderewski's life. One of his most impor-
tant political speeches after the war was delivered on May
18th, 1932, at a banquet in his honour in New York. His

